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The recognition of human activity (or action) in videos has elicited significant attention in recent years given its potential use in many real-life applications. Human Action Recognition (HAR) is typically applied in fields such as human–computer interaction, surveillance, content-based video retrieval, and sports event analysis.

HAR is a complex process because characteristics such as gender, height, body shape, and age considerably affect the visual reproduction/representation of captured actions. In practical applications, changes in viewpoint are common and fundamentally unavoidable given the inherent limitations of camera technology or the inevitable dynamism of human motion. When such changes are implemented, the recognition rate of current HAR approaches dramatically decreases. This problem is typically mitigated by the use of cameras equipped with multiple fields of views, which provide richer information than that derived from single-view cameras. Even with such innovations, nonetheless, ensuring accurate correlation and acquiring multi-view learning data remain complicated challenges.

This work proposes four methods to advance the field of HAR. The Shape-based features are extracted from frames silhouette by using proposed Global Silhouette Shape Representation (GSSR) method. This GSSR is suitable given that silhouettes present spatial information on actions over time. Concatenation, as a data fusion technique, is also applied to create a multi-view feature vector from a combination of single-view feature vectors. In other words, a matrix of multi-view features is generated for each action. Maximum-Distance-among-Feature-Vectors (MDFV) technique, as a frame selection method, is employed to choose a subset of frames (or feature vectors) with the maximum difference among them. This strategy is based on the removal of frames with mostly similar features. Relevant and suitable features are selected using Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) technique. This research likewise develops a Distance-based-Matrix-Regardless-of-Row-Priority (DMRRP) classifier, which is driven by the idea that if two action sequences depict motion performed by the same or different individuals, then the sum (or mean) of the minimum distances between each individual frame of sequence 1 and all the frames
of sequence 2 reflects the similarity between the two actions. This classifier can recognize actions captured from different views.

Finally, this study evaluates the performance of a proposed Multi-View Human Action Recognition Based On Shape-Based Feature Extraction and Distance-Based Classifier (MHARSD) in single- and multi-view HAR. To evaluate this approach, an experiment that involves two publicly available multi-view HAR datasets (i.e., MuHAVi and IXMAS) is conducted to determine the quality of recognition that the method produces for different actions. MHARSD supports the recognition of a wide range of human actions. In all evaluations, it exhibits a recognition accuracy higher than that achieved by 2D multi-view HAR state-of-the-art methods.
Abstrak tesis dikemukakan kepada Senat Universiti Putra Malaysia sebagai memenuhi keperluan untuk Ijazah Doktor Falsafah
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Di dalam tahun kebelakangan ini, pengecaman aktiviti manusia (atau tindakan) dalam video telah diberi perhatian untuk digunakan dalam banyak aplikasi kehidupan sebenar. Pengecaman Tindakan Manusia (HAR) kebiasaannya digunakan dalam bidang seperti interaksi manusia-komputer, pengawasan, dapan semula video berasaskan-kandungan dan analisa acara sukan.

HAR adalah proses yang kompleks kerana ciri-ciri seperti jantina, ketinggian, bentuk badan dan umur secara langsung memberi kesan kepada penghasilan-semula atau perwakilan-semula visual tindakan yang dirakam. Dalam aplikasi yang sebenar, perubahan dalam sudut pandangan adalah perbahan biasa dan secara asasnya tidak dapat dielakkan disebabkan oleh had yang terdapat dalam teknologi kamera atau pergerakan manusia yang tidak dinamik. Apabila perubahan ini dilaksanakan, kadar pengecaman bagi pendekatan HAR semasa akan berkurangan secara dramatik. Masalah ini biasanya diatasi dengan penggunaan kamera yang dilengkapi dengan pelbagai bidang pandangan, yang memberikan lebih banyak maklumat daripada kamera pandangan-tunggal. Walaupun dengan inovasi tersebut, memastikan korelasi yang tepat dan mendapatkan data pembelajaran pandangan-pelbagai masih lagi satu cabaran yang rumit.

Kajian ini mencadangkan empat kaedah untuk menambahbaik bidang HAR. Ciri-ciri berasaskan-bentuk diekstrak daripada bebayang dalam bingkai dengan menggunakan kaedah Perwakilan Bentuk Bebayang Global (GSSR) yang dicadangkan. GSSR ini adalah sesuai diberikan bebayang mewakili maklumat ruang ke atas tindakan dari masa ke masa. Penggabungan, sebagai teknik menggabungkan data, juga digunakan untuk membina satu vektor ciri pandangan-pelbagai daripada gabungan vektor-vektor ciri pandangan-tunggal. Dengan kata lain, ciri-ciri matriks pandangan-pelbagai dihasilkan untuk setiap tindakan. Teknik Maksimum-Jarak-antara-Ciri-Vektor (MDFV), sebagai kaedah pemilihan bingkai, digunakan untuk memilih subset bingkai (atau vektor ciri) dengan perbezaan yang besar di antara mereka. Strategi ini adalah berdasarkan kepada penyingkiran bingkai dengan kebanyakan
ciri-cirinya hampir sama. Ciri-ciri yang berkaitan dan sesuai dipilih menggunakan teknik Pengoptimuman Gugusan Zarah Binari (BPSO). Kajian ini juga membangunkan pengkelas Matriks Berasaskan Jarak Tanpa Menghiraukan Keutamaan Baris (DMRP), yang didorong oleh idea bahawa jika dua jujukan tindakan yang menggambarkan gerakan yang dilakukan oleh individu yang sama atau berbeza, maka jumlah (atau purata) jarak minimum di antara setiap bingkai individu jujukan 1 dan semua bingkai jujukan 2 memberikan kesan persamaan antara kedua-dua tindakan. Pengkelas ini boleh mengecam tindakan yang dirakam dari pandangan yang berbeza.

Akhir sekali, kajian ini menilai prestasi Pengecaman Tindakan Manusia Pandangan-pelbagai berasaskan Pengekstrakan Ciri Berasaskan Bentuk dan Pengkelasan Berasaskan Jarak (MHARSD) yang dicadangkan dalam pandangan-tunggal dan pelbagai HAR. Untuk menilai pendekatan ini, satu eksperimen yang melibatkan dua set data pandangan-pelbagai HAR umum (iaitu MuHAVi dan IXMAS) dijalankan untuk menentukan kualiti pengecaman yang dihasilkan bagi tindakan yang berbeza. MHARSD menyokong pengecaman pelbagai tindakan manusia. Dalam semua penilaian, ia mempamerkan ketepatan pengecaman lebih tinggi daripada yang telah dicapai oleh kaedah HAR pandangan-pelbagai 2D yang terkini.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation

Visual perception is the ability to detect and process visible light to interpret the surrounding environment. Human has remarkable ability to perceive human actions purely from visual information. We can localize people and objects, track articulated human motions, and analyze human-object interactions to understand what people are doing and even infer their intents.

In order to perform human action recognition (HAR), vision is probably the most valuable sensor information that can be employed. In the other hand, computer vision is the field of science that aims to duplicate the abilities of the human visual system by electronically perceiving and understanding real world imagery. It includes methods for acquiring, processing, analyzing, and understanding images, videos, and other high-dimensional data from the real world in order to produce numerical or symbolic information.

Action recognition technology aims to recognize the actions and goals of an agent from a sequence of observations of the agent’s behavior and the environmental conditions. Actions can be captured using one camera which is called single-view or using multiple cameras which is called multi-view.

Using multiple cameras present effective solutions to the problems related to the limited view. It provides wider view range compared to using single-view on the objects appearing in overlapping camera regions.

Human action recognition and behavior analyses stands out as particularly important, since it can lead to many practical applications in human life. The volume and complexity of generated visual information far exceeds the capacity of human operators to manage, analyze and respond in real-time. It is, therefore, critical to develop efficient and effective automatic methods to analyze video data with the goal of understanding the visual environment. People are doing such analysis every day to find out where other people are, where they are coming from or heading to, how they are moving, and what or who they are interacting with. Through this analysis we are able to identify friendly, suspicious, or threatening behavior, identify social relations among people, get a first impression of the emotional state of other people, and react appropriately to all this information.

A successful analysis of human motion facilitates numerous applications within a broad range of research and industrial fields.
Figure 1.1, shows a brief key applications of human activity recognition [1]. Psychologists have investigated the correlation between how people move and their emotional state as a diagnostic tool. Neuroscientists have investigated how people infer the intention of human motion to understand the cognitive processes of human behavior. Within clinical diagnostics human motion is analyzed to diagnose a number of diseases. In sports human motion is analyzed to optimize performance. The entertainment industry is producing motion analysis tools to allow for new interaction methods with game consoles and to capture human motion for computer graphics special effects.

Other application include: automated surveillance systems, content based indexing and searching on Web, healthcare monitoring, and human-machine interaction in intelligent environments, robotics, video indexing, and querying, behavioral biometrics (e.g., gait is an emergent biometric aimed essentially to recognize people by the way they walk), bio-mechanics, medicine, monitoring (i.e., patients, elderly people, babies or kids), sports analysis, video entertainment, video games, intelligent transport systems for safety driving.

1.2 Problem Statements

The important research challenges encountered in HAR can be listed out as the occlusion, camera motion and cluttered background, multi-view learning and
processing time, and variation in action performing speed and viewpoint [2]. The effects of the partial occlusion can be decreased by using techniques such as the space-time volume[3], or applying multiple camera setup [4], [5]. To overcome the variation in action performing speed, scholars treat temporal variations as intra-class differences [2]. Almost all available benchmark datasets are captured with stationary cameras [2], and many applications operate under the assumption of a static background [6], [7]. Therefore, challenges arising from camera motion and cluttered backgrounds are excluded from this thesis.

An action captured from different viewpoints may significantly differ in appearance. Difficulties arise from perspective distortions and differing viewpoints because dynamic human body movements can be represented in almost unlimited ways [8], [9]. Viewpoint variations can substantially reduce recognition performances [10], [11]. Although multi-views can provide more information than single views [8], [9], [11]–[15], determining a suitable correlation and effectively processing huge data continue to challenge multi-view approaches [8], [9], [11]–[13]. In addition, heavy load and high computational costs are two crucial issues that arise from multi-view data [16], [17]. In the other hand, in multi-view HAR, the features extracted from different view angles should be combined to produce a vector of features. The major problem from which most HAR methods suffer is dimensionality, which reduces recognition accuracy [18].

As indicated in neurobiological studies [19], our brain recognizes human actions by observing only human body postures during action execution. Actions can also be defined on the basis of human silhouettes [18], [20], [21]. Under this approach, a logical consecutive sequence is not always required. This principle underlies dynamic time warping (DTW) [22], which is successfully applied in speech recognition and employed in HAR. The drawback to DTW is that variations in frame rate, execution rate, and/or frame subsampling cause certain classification problems.

The three key phases of general HAR are feature detection, video description, and classification [23]. With respect to these phases, the challenges encountered in multi-view learning, processing time, and viewpoint variation are as follows:

- Current feature extraction methods for multi-view HAR extract high-dimensional features.
- Existing methods of keyframe selection misidentify similar frames as key frames. That is, methods that eliminate repetitive and very closely consecutive frames for multi-view HAR are lacking.
- Irrelevant and redundant information from extracted features degrade the recognition accuracy of classifiers.
- Current classification methods for multi-view HAR fail to achieve satisfactory recognition accuracy.
1.3 Hypotheses

In order to setup the procedure of efficient multi-view HAR the following hypothesis are considered.

- Shape-based feature detection and description method, which are widely used in computer vision especially in object recognition, can be adapted for HAR, in order to appropriately extract the low-dimensional principle characteristics information of actions. The concatenation of human silhouette features that are extracted from different views make for an effective low-cost representation of human body shapes; this representation is independent of camera calibration [18].
- New advent data acquisition systems are able to capture the huge number of frames per second; these frames are very similar to each other. Due to process all available frames at the recognition (classification) phase lead to high computational cost, without considerable affect to final results, therefore a frames subset selection technique can be applied to decrease the computational cost and increase the recognition accuracy by removing the very close consecutive frames.
- Due to the fact that extracted features include irrelevant and redundant information, they have negative affect on the accuracy of recognition. By choosing a relevant subset of features the performance of the recognition would be improved. Optimization techniques can be adopted for feature subset selection from multi-view feature vectors.
- Classifiers have a significant effect on the recognition rate. Therefore, an appropriate classifier is able to differentiate the different actions more appropriately.

1.4 Objectives

This thesis is principally concerned to address the highlighted issues in multi-view HAR to propose a multi-view recognition approach based on distance-based-matrix-regardless-of-row-priority classifier that distinguishes actions by measuring the similarities among the selected shape-based features in an action matrix. They include as follows:

- To propose a shape-based feature detection and description method that appropriately extracts information on the low-dimensional feature.
- To propose a keyframe selection technique that removes repetitive and very closely consecutive frames. Removing similar frames is accomplished by measuring the distance among extracted features from frames.
- To adapt an optimization algorithm that can select a subset of relevant features because of improvements in classifier performance. The optimization technique identifies the features that are necessary to the effective recognition of actions.
- To propose a distance of matrix based regardless row priority classifier that appropriately differentiates dissimilar actions.
1.5 Contributions

A Multi-view HAR approach based on Shape-based feature extraction and Distance-based classifier is proposed (MHARSD). This research contributes to the existing literature in a number of ways:

- This thesis puts forward a global silhouette shape representation (GSSR) method that extracts the 11 shape-based features reflected by a human body’s silhouette. GSSR considers only a few features in each feature vector, but this deficiency is compensated by a proposed multi-view HAR based on shape-based feature extraction and a classifier based on distance. In contrast to many methods that require numerous features in evaluation, MHARSD effectively recognizes actions with only a small number of features.
- Actions are performed at different durations, and most of them (e.g., walking or running) are periodic movements. The speed with which action is performed, the duration of performance, and the time at which action is initiated affect the number of frames for each action. To reduce this negative influence and derive a unique number of frames, we develop a maximum-distance-among-feature-vectors (MDFV) method, which selects subset frames (keyframes) from all frames. This strategy is based on the elimination of frames with mostly similar features. In the other words, the second norm of the feature vectors extracted from each frame via other frames is calculated, after which similar frames are eliminated.
- Binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO) is employed on extracted features to improve the performance of the DMRRP classifier. BPSO identifies the relevant features that are necessary to the effective recognition of actions.
- To distinguish actions by measuring the similarities among the features in a matrix of selected features, we propose a distance-based-matrix-regardless-of-row-priority (DMRRP) classifier. DMRRP operates under the principle that if two action sequences depict similar movements performed by the same or different individuals, then the sum (mean) of the minimum distances between each individual frame of sequence 1 and all the frames of sequence 2 reflects the similarity (distance) between the two actions. That is, the sequence of matrix rows is unimportant. Another advantage presented by this classifier is that it does not require time for training.

1.6 Research Scope and Assumptions

Human motion analyses and action recognition are broad research fields. With these considerations in mind, the following assumptions are adopted:

- Background-related challenges are beyond the scope of this thesis, and the extracted silhouette, which available by the datasets are chosen for this work.
- A single individual, who is also the focal point in an image, is being monitored.
- The relationship among human objects, group action detection, and cross-view action recognition are beyond the scope of this thesis.
A given image reflects a sufficient proportion of the human body, thereby enabling distinguishing postures throughout the entire course of an action.

Continuous HAR is not under consideration of the scope of this work. Although the first assumption is inapplicable to some natural videos, in many cases, multi-view cameras are fixed and background subtraction is easy to accomplish. Other assumptions can be formulated, but these are determined by data acquisition and the employed technical setup. For instance, image quality and resolution, as well as distance of cameras to a subject, are relevant in background subtraction, although specific requirements depend on the used method. Furthermore, several related difficulties can be solved with advanced devices that enable human detection and depth-based segmentation (e.g., RGB-D sensors).

The implementation is developed using Matlab software, which is frequently used by researchers. The approach adopted in this work is evaluated on the basis of the IXMAS, MuHAVi-8, and MuHAVi-14 datasets, which are the most complex and popular in multi-view HAR communities. Finally, popular cross-validation techniques (LOAO-CV and LOSO-CV) are used to validate the proposed MHARSD approach, the percentage of average from correct recognitions is considered the final result.

1.7 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized in accordance with the standard thesis and dissertation structure prescribed by Universiti Putra Malaysia and comprises six chapters. Chapter 1 presents the research background, including the problem statement, objectives, scope, and contributions. Chapter 2 provides an overview of related research on HAR in videos. A general taxonomy is presented, and approaches relevant to ours are discussed in appropriate detail in succeeding chapters. Chapter 3 describes the research methodology, and Chapter 4 explains the proposed core approach (MHARSD). Focus is directed toward GSSR, MDFV, and DMRRP. Chapter 5 presents the experimental results and the evaluation parameters of the core approach. MHARSD is evaluated using popular multi-view datasets, namely, IXMAS and MuHAVi. This chapter also presents the interpretation of results and a comparison of our methods with similar 2D approaches. Chapter 6 provides the conclusions drawn from the research and discusses possible future directions.
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